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Changing perceptions 2000 → 2010

• WHAT?

• 2000 – information as a means of holding public bodies to

account – ‘give me the information’

• 2010 – information also as a means of developing services

(and making money) – ‘what can I do with it?’

• WHY?

• Policy changes

• Technological developments

• European initiatives



2009 was a busy year …

Digital
Britain
Final
Report

June 2009

Budget Report
2009: OEP

April 2009

EC Review
of PSI
Directive

May 2009

Digital
Engagement:
Update on
POI

May 2009

POI Taskforce
Report

March 2009

Tim
Berners-
Lee
appointed
Information
Advisor

June 2009

July 2009

UK PSI
Report



And continued to be a busy year …

November 2009

Opening up
Ordnance
Survey
information

January 2010

Making Public
Data Public:
data.gov.uk

December 2009

Putting The
Frontline
First: smarter
government

December 2009

Policy options for
geographic
information from
Ordnance Survey
Consultation

December 2009

Implementing
INSPIRE
Directive



Policy changes – the objectives

• Increase transparency and accountability by making

Government information accessible and usable to as many as

possible – www.data.gov.uk

• Generate new economic and social value from re-use of

information and stimulate the information industry

• Improve public services – allow citizens to use public data to

assess local services and drive more improvements



Public data principles (Smarter Government)

• Publish in reusable machine-readable form

• Publish using open standards

• Accessible through single online access point

(www.data.gov.uk)

• Open licence allowing free re-use

• Publish data underlying government websites

• Excludes sensitive data (personal, commercial, classified)



An example of what can be done
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The leap from notice to map



Predictions (my personal opinion)

• Increasingly the driver for access will be re-use

• Information will be made available in new ways and more pro-

actively

• People will use the information they get through FOI and the

EIR in new ways
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Campaign for Freedom of Information
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Campaign for Freedom of Information

David Cameron
    “We have to acknowledge that New

Labour began with the right intentions.

     In the Freedom of Information Act, data
protection laws, Scottish and Welsh
devolution, and even the attempt to
invest citizens with fundamental human
rights we can see concrete evidence of
good intent. But this liberal strand in
Labour has been crushed by the
overwhelming dominance of the
political authoritarians.”

Speech June 25 2009

Campaign for Freedom of Information

Conservative proposals

 Information Commissioner to be appointed by
Parliament

 Some extension of Schedule?

 Publish every item of spending over £25,000

 Crime data published to allow crime maps

 Service data published in comparable format

 New ‘right to data’ allowing public to request further
data sets
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Campaign for Freedom of Information

Campaign for Freedom of Information

Labour proposals

 30 year rule reduced to 20 years

 New absolute exemptions for

Cabinet and cabinet committees

Royal family
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Campaign for Freedom of Information

Campaign for Freedom of Information

Campaign for Freedom of Information
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Campaign for Freedom of Information

ICO backlog (1)
 Complaint to DN (N=493)

46% took 1-2 years

25% took 2-3 years

5% took more than 3 years

Longest just under 4 years

 Delay to start of investigation

8 months on average

28% more than 1 year

Longest 22 months
CFOI Report July 2009

Campaign for Freedom of Information

ICO Backlog (2)
 April-Dec 2009

21% increase in business

43% increase in closures

Caseload 30% down

Cases over 1 year old down by 52%

Chris Graham, evidence to Justice Committee, 5.1.10

 One-off closures vs increased efficiency?

Campaign for Freedom of Information

Govt depts delays
 Longest internal reviews

15 months, Greater Manchester Police

21 months DBERR

29 months NOMS

 ICO Targets, 20 working days, exceptionally 40

35% by depts exceeded 40 working days in 2008

Half of these exceeded 60 working days

Actual length of last group not monitored

If not complete by following Feb, excluded
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Campaign for Freedom of Information

Other issues

 6 month limit on prosecutions

 Publication schemes

 Restrictions on Act?

www.cfoi.org.uk

0207 831 7477                            admin@cfoi.demon.co.uk



FOI in a cold climate

Robert Hazell

Constitution Unit FOI Seminar

16 February 2010



Death by a thousand cuts

• Reductions in FOI staffing and resources

• Increase in delays and complaints

• Ministers intervene more in FOI decisions

• Greater use of ministerial veto

• Failure to make new government organisations
subject to FOI

• Privatisation of public services, or given to
voluntary sector



Overt restriction of FOI

• Increase in fees: application fees, charge for
deliberation time, fees for appeals

• Increase response time to 30 days

• Class exemption for Cabinet papers

• Tighten exemption for Royal matters

• No relaxation of 30 year rule



Fees and other costs: Australia, Canada, Ireland

Only applies to
‘non-personal’
and those without
a medical card

Search €20.95
per hour (unless
issue of national
importance)

E 15, Internal review E
75, External appeal E
150

Ireland

IC claims most
only pay $ 5

Search fee for
any item above $
25 (first five hours
free)

$ 5Canada

Veterans,
students,
unemployed

$20 per hour
decision-making
time

$ 30 ($ 40 internal
review)

Australia

ExceptionsOtherApplication feeCountry



Conservative agenda for FOI

• Publish every item of government spending over
£25k: cf Missouri portal

• Create a new right to request government
datasets: data.gov.uk

• Reduce 30 year rule to 20 years

• Strengthen Information Commissioner, by making
him appointed by and accountable to Parliament


